Category Management is the art of setting up retail processes to make the most of available data and minimize the time and other costs associated with activities that are performed based on feelings or out of habit.

### Main benefits of Category Management

- **Category division**
  Category division into target, routine, seasonal and complementary allows the correct design of their distribution on the sales floor which is a key tool for managing the customer journey. A well-designed customer journey is the key to customer satisfaction and sales success.

- **Decision trees**
  The definition of decision trees for each category is an expression of our understanding of our customers’ behaviour and needs. Together with logistics and business data, decision trees are of key importance in selecting the right products and positioning them within the sales floor.

- **Day-to-day**
  Day-to-day Category Management is a set of clearly defined processes that lead to a constant response to new incoming data and business decisions.

*“The most important results are among others a better overview of assortment, better planning of assortment in advance and easier placing of goods in stores, which is perceived as real relief! This also contributes to better orientation of customers in our stores.”*

Michael Ebert / Category Manager
Ebl-Naturkost
An intuitive user interface, an extensive set of online manuals, tutorial videos as well as direct user support are a guarantee that users will love Quant very quickly. Quant has long been one of the best user-rated solutions in the Retail Management and Space Planning Software categories at G2.

Manual data management is time consuming. Quant saves you time by automatically synchronizing data with other systems in your organization, allowing you to focus on what’s important—data analysis.

Thanks to the unique concept of planogram templates and automatic replacements, it is quite natural in Quant to automatically create planograms optimized according to sales, space and business criteria. Each store thus receives planograms tailored to its layout with the number of articles corresponding to sales and logistics requirements.

Quant handles the entire lifecycle of your planograms, including bulk publishing of thousands of optimized planograms to stores, notifying responsible parties of changes in display, confirming planogram implementation including a photo and its subsequent automatic evaluation.

Quant Category Management includes a task management system that allows mobile access to your tasks wherever you are. On your tablet or smartphone, you always have a list of your current tasks linked to specific store locations, categories or even products. Creating or reviewing a task on the spot, attaching photos and comments from your mobile device has never been easier.

Thanks to our advanced technology for recognizing products using artificial intelligence, you can quickly detect potential problems. Quant will automatically evaluate the degree of compliance with the planogram and you will quickly find both the best and worst implementations. The best thing is that thanks to the immediate feedback for the store staff, the correction will often take place completely without the need for your intervention.

Measuring and analysing the results of your decisions, as well as sales and marketing activities, are essential factors for successful category management. Quant allows you to uniquely combine raw data such as daily sales statistics in individual stores and current stock levels with detailed planogram data. The result is user-friendly and quickly accessible report which helps you make the right decisions.

The use of many separate tools leads to inaccuracies and delays and it is very inefficient. Quant offers a complete set of Category Management tools within one integrated application. Whether you decide to analyze data, modify store floor plans, optimize a planogram or communicate with stores, you won’t have to switch between different systems.

Quant allows you to master Category Management.

www.quantretail.com